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What’s New? 
On the IBM Accelerator Catalog 

 

 

2023-06-21 Added Advanced Reporting Tips and Tricks [CA] [How To] 
Added How-To Training Videos [CA] [How To] 
Added How do I add trend/status indicators (icons)? [CA] [How To] 
Added How do I create a single chart from a union of queries? [CA] [How To] 

2023-06-07 Added Additional dashboard support for dark theme in toolbar and filter area (12.0.0 and above) [CA] 
[Extension] 
Added Add circle and polygon (free form) lasso support to dashboard (12.0.0 and above) [CA] [Extension] 
Added Additional properties for visualization styling options on dashboards (12.0.0 and above) [CA] 
[Extension] 
Modified Present additional content by adding a Tabbed Widget (11.2.2 to 11.2.4). This extension is part of 
the product now. [CA] [Extension] 
Added Legacy Custom Control Samples (11.2.4 and below) [CA] [Custom Control] 

2023-04-01 Added Sample to fire trigger using API Key [CA] [API] 
Added Automotive Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Education Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Industrial Manufacturing Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Insurance Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Professional Services Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Retail Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Telecommunications Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Travel and Transportation Industry Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Added Relative Dates Sample Data [CA] [Data] 
Modified United Nations SDG Initiative Sustainability [PA][Model Solution] 

2023-03-09 Modified Script to upload file using REST API (11.1.7 and above) [CA] [API] 
Added SaveDataAll [PA] [Best Practice] 

2023-03-01 The Catalog has moved to a new location! https://ibm.biz/acccatalog 

2022-12-19 Modified Support for dashboard zoom (11.2.0 to 11.2.3) This extension is part of the product now. [CA] 
[Extension] 

2022-09-07 
 

Added Dashboards - Collaborating with Microsoft Teams and Cognos Analytics (11.2.3) [CA] [How To] 
Added Dashboards - Cascading dashboard filters (11.2.3) [CA] [How To] 
Added Data modules - How to document the contents of a data module (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Data modules - How to create custom tables (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Visualizations - How to show data in a hierarchy (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Visualizations - How to compare measures against target values (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Visualizations - How to forecast time series data (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Reporting - How to use guided layout (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Reporting - How to create a parameterized report (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 
Added Dashboards - How to troubleshoot a dashboard (11.2.2) [CA] [How To] 

2022-08-30 
 

Added Google bar chart (11.1.7 to 11.2.2) [CA] [Visualization] 
Added Google bar chart (11.2.3 and above) [CA] [Visualization] 
Added Analyze what-if scenarios using machine learning (11.2.3 and above) [CA] [Extension] 
Modified Analyze what-if scenarios using machine learning (11.2.2) [CA] [Extension] 
Modified Tooltip slot for visualizations (11.2.0 to 11.2.2) This extension is part of the product now. [CA] 
[Extension] 
Modified Dashboard filter dropdown widget for selecting single filter values to apply to visualizations 
(11.2.0 to 11.2.2) This extension is part of the product now. [CA] [Extension] 

 

 

https://ibm.biz/acccatalog
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Legend 

[CA] = Cognos Analytics 

[CPD] = Cloud Pak for Data 

[PA] = Planning Analytics 

 


